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Protocol 

The Visitor, 

The Vice-Chancellor, 

Deputy Vice-Chancellors,  

The Registrar, Principal Officers of the University, 

Professors, Members of Senate, 

The Deans of Faculties, 

Heads of Departments, 

My Lords Spiritual and Temporal, 

My Academic Colleagues, 

Students of IBB University,  

Other Members of the University Community, 

Distinguished Guests, 

Ladies and Gentlemen 

 

Prolegomena 

The idea of inaugural lecture as conceived in British Universities like Oxford, 

London, Cambridge and others, is for a Professor to give an account of academic 

works done by him or her in his/her discipline over the years and probably to 

justify his or her position as Professor and chair of the department.  It would 

normally be delivered to his academic colleagues in his discipline and related 

disciplines over tea or coffee at the Faculty Club.  Usually the Professor’s subject 

matter; contents, arguments and even conclusions are usually understood and 

appreciated by his colleagues in these discipline.  Infact these colleagues would 

have read most if not all of the publications of the professor whose duty now is 

to present to them some important aspects of his works in one fell swoop. 

Mr. Vice Chancellor, Ladies and gentlemen, today, the situation has changed.  

We do understand that nowadays, inaugural lectures afford one the opportunity 

to bring the ‘town’ and the ‘gown’ together in a celebration of academic 

excellence discussing one’s contributions to knowledge in a language which is 

quite informative and can be understood by an ordinary person who is neither a 

scientist, scholar, businessman nor even a farmer.  This is precisely what I stand 

before you this afternoon to do.  I therefore wish to make my presentation as 

simple as possible. 

I am also very much aware Mr. Vice-Chancellor that precision is a true mark of 

scholarship.  This is exactly what I also intend to do in this lecture. 

My Sojourn into the Academics 

First let me appreciate this opportunity and privilege to express my little 

contributions to the teaching and learning of English in Nigeria in the course of 

my academic career in the University system.  I first came into the University 
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system Federal University of Technology (FUT) to be precise after graduating 

from the Ahmadu Bello University Zaria in 1978 and the University of Ibadan 

after a Master’s degree in 1982 where I had been excellently introduced to 

Communication and Language Skills.  By Courtesy of the Federal University of 

Technology Minna Postgraduate Scholarship, I made it again to the University of 

Port Harcourt for another Master’s degree in theoretical Linguistics.  This was 

under the watchful eye of Late Professor Kay Williams who has been rightly 

described by scholars and non-scholars as the mother of Linguistics in Nigeria, a 

very fastidious but highly indefatigable international teacher of repute. I was 

excellently supervised by this great linguist. 

I had another privilege also from FUT Minna through the academic staff training 

bursary for my Ph.D. in Communication and Language Arts with particular focus 

on the Linguistics and Psycholinguistics applications to language learning and 

teaching.  Luckily for me this too was under the watchful and indefatigable 

supervision of Late Professor David Williams who again has been described as 

the Father of English as a Second Language teaching (ESL) in Nigeria. Mr. vice 

Chancellor, I can today very proudly say that I have been taught and groomed by 

reputable academic fathers and mothers of repute. (May their souls rest in perfect 

peace).   

Mr Vice-Chancellor, needless to say that the knowledge, experience and 

perspectives to be expressed in this inaugural lecture are derived mainly from the 

following experiences.  I have taught English Language at the University Level 

for 32 years.  I have been a member of several English Language examination 

bodies.  I am a member of different National and International Association of 

Teachers of English as a Second Language (ESL) and Applied Linguistics.  I have 

played very active roles in the Communication Skills Project for Universities of 

Technology in Nigeria.  I was a two-time National President of National 

Association of Teachers and Researchers in English as a Second Language.  I 

have attended numerous teacher professional enhancement certificate courses in 

notable International Universities in Birmingham, Leeds, University College 

London, and Carrdiff.  I have also had the opportunity to teach in notable Nigerian 

Universities Viz. Ibadan, FUT Minna, Jos and currently IBB University Lapai.  I 

have had the opportunities for academic leadership as Head of Department, 

Deputy Dean.  

 And currently as the Deputy Vice Chancellor (Academic).  I left F.U.T., Minna 

for IBB University in 2012 and had the privilege of setting up the current Faculty 

of Languages and Communication studies thereby becoming the First Dean of the 

faculty. My entire Masters and PhD works has to do with the linguistic and 

psycholinguistic challenges of student use of English in the entire Niger State.  

This took me to the nook and cronies of the entire Niger State.  I have made over 

sixty publications in the field in both reputable national and international journals.  

In all these I have kept my eyes and ears on how well our teachers and students 
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are doing in English Language teaching and learning.  Mr. Chairman you will 

therefore please pardon me for all these seeming digressions.  I however find 

them relevant since all experiences and perspectives to be expressed in this 

inaugural lecture are derived from these opportunities. 

Academic English and the competence issues 

Let me begin my discussion with this often quoted popular quotation since it has 

tremendous relevance to the theme of this inaugural lecture.  Confucius, a 6th 

Century Chinese philosopher was once asked what his first policy would be if he 

became the president of China.  His reply was 

“It is to correct language.  If language is not correct, 

what is said is not what is meant.  If what is said is not 

what is meant, what ought to be done remains undone.  

And the people will stand in confusion”.  

As Head of Department in the Department of English and General Studies at the 

Federal University of Technology Minna, some few years ago Professors and 

colleagues quite often complain to me about the students poor communication 

skills in English.  Sometime ago Professor Santali, a Professor at F.U.T. Minna 

forwarded me the following official communication from a student named Steven 

who wanted a change of course. 

How do you do? My name is Steven Magaji.  I am a 

student in FUT, presently in 100 level.  I am going to 

be atend physics 108 this year but during the first 

simister, I will like to continue studying on the subject 

as I am have P in the WAEC.  My hope is to study 

Chemikal Engineiring.  But I am consider to have 

Physics Electroniks as my second optshion major.  I am 

currently atend Professor Jones lecture.  He suggest to 

me that may be I should seek around from somebody 

who can hep me and adverse me.  I have see Professor 

jones who tell me he b busy with one resarch and 

cannot hep me now.  He suggest that may be I should 

contat you to see may be you will conet me with some 

informations on what to do to become a chemikal 

engginiar.  As I have understand that you are d only 

person in dis university about this chemikal 

engineiring.  I would like to know more about it, that is 

if I am not costing you any inconveniese. 

Thank you and God Blesss.  Have a good day sir. 

       

  Yours Sincerely 
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    Your son. Steven A. Magajin 

 

Professor Santali did not respond to Steven Magaji’s official letter of assistance.  

He however forwarded Steven’s communication to me with the following 

comments about Steven’s language use 

Poor English. How did this one found his way to the 

University with even a credit in English. 

Certainly one reason that Steven failed to accomplish his objectives having any 

response is that Steven’s communication has a number of rhetorical problems.  

He does not know how to start a formal official request and does not know that 

such requests are usually short and to the point. 

Perhaps Steven should not have been expected to write a cogent request to a 

Professor.  Professor Santali on his part, seemed to have an unreasonable 

expectation of Steven a first year undergraduate student.  While a postgraduate 

student might be expected to write a polished persuasive request to a Professor, 

it does not seem reasonable (these days) that secondary schools should have 

taught Steven this specialized knowledge. It is regrettable that Professor Jones 

did not mentor Steven in requesting before referring him to Professor Santali.  

Professor Jones should have told Steven that official request should be brief and 

should include strong rationale. 

Nevertheless Steven’s message also reveals his lack of knowledge of spelling, 

grammatical structures and vocabulary.  Phonologically he can also be observed 

to be deficient.  Knowledge that he ought to have obtained in his Primary and 

Secondary education. 

Note also that Steven makes spelling errors (such as atend,resarch,chemikal, 

engineering,hep etc). 

He does not use the possessives correctly.  He does not know how to use the 

conditional structures that go with the word if correctly. His use of correct tenses 

are terribly bad 

While official communication needs not to be free from Standard English, it is 

apparently clear that Steven’s spelling, grammar and vocabulary problem were 

serious enough to bother the Professor.  It is equally clear that Steven needed to 

learn more academic English, the variety of language used by educated and 

valued in educational settings all over the world. It is needed to function at the 

university level and beyond.  This is my own simple definition of academic 

English 
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Mr. Vice Chancellor Sir.  The remaining part of this inaugural lecture shall be 

drawn from this anecdotal challenge to English for academic competence in 

Nigeria which myself and several Scholars in ESL have been working on over 

the years.  But first permit me to briefly dwell on the importance of English 

Language and its attendant objectives in our Educational System. 
 

Importance of English language and its attendant objectives in our 

Education System 

In several dimensions, English occupies a unique place in Nigerian Education 

because of its significant role and status in national life.  It is sociolinguistic ally 

important in Nigeria inspite of its colonial origin having become over the years 

the language of national unity and cohesion.  Pedagogically it is significant as the 

language of instruction in virtually all the entire school system from primary to 

the highest tertiary levels.  Accordingly, a good credit pass in English has become 

mandatory for transition from primary to Junior Secondary School and from 

Junior Secondary School (JSS) to Senior Secondary School (SSS) and for 

admission to all levels of higher education in the country. 

Surprisingly and quite disappointingly, students’ proficiency in English as 

measured by the West African Examination Council (WAEC) and the National 

Examination Council (NECO) examinations seems to be declining rapidly.  For 

instance, the failure rate in English in the past ten years has been in the region of 

70-75% annually which has been very disturbing and unacceptable 

The problem is not confined to English alone but extends to all other subject 

disciplines though in varying degrees.  The close correlation between failure in 

English and other subjects particularly science subjects is quite evident and 

alarming. This seems therefore to lend strong support to the suggestion that the 

many failures in other subjects are really failures in English (Banjo, 1989;  Aliyu, 

1995).  In other words, failures have been occasioned by poor mastery and 

performance in English, thereby revealing the close connection between 

communicative competence in English and educational performance generally.  

But as further noted by Aliyu (1995), these candidates cannot by any stretch of 

imagination be classified as educationally subnormal or intellectually deficient.  

It must be assumed and rightly so that the causes of mass failures are to be found 

in the inherent weaknesses of the educational system and the state of teaching 

and learning of English at all levels. 

The problems of communication and subsequently for eventual academic 

competence usually start right from the primary school levels.  Students enter 

higher education (by whatever means) after several years of impoverished 

learning of English right from the primary to the secondary levels of education 

and eventually to university or tertiary education levels.  Let us before further 

discussions have a look at some of the objectives of English Language. 
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Objectives of Language Learning both at the Primary and Secondary School 

levels 

i. Primary School 

At the end of the Primary School, pupils should accomplish the following: 

- Think, speak, read and write in English 

- Acquire the ability to communicate effectively in the language, in both oral 

and written forms 

- Show self confidence in the use of the language 

- Acquire the necessary language and linguistic tools preparatory to the 

senior basic classes 

 

ii. Secondary School Levels 

At the Senior Secondary School, Students should be able to achieve the 

following: 

- express themselves correctly and fully in the language employing 

appropriate registers, lexemes and figures of speech 

- read literature written in the language without difficulty and at reasonable 

speed 

- Carry out continuous writing in the language by employing correct usages 

of grammar, idiomatic expression, orthography, punctuation and other 

mechanics of the language. 

- Acquire the necessary tools, skills and competencies for tertiary education. 

Unfortunately and ironically, these objectives are highly unattainable most 

especially in both the public primary and secondary schools which constitute 

about 75% of the schools in the country.  By the time the student gets to the level 

of higher education the real challenge begins for the student himself, the lecturers 

and the school management. 

Higher Education – Objectives of English Language 

Through the General English Studies (GES) the students should be able to: 

- Build on and improve upon all the English language, linguistic and 

communicative skills acquired at the pre-tertiary levels. 

- With particular emphasis on reading and writing in English with 

competence and confidence 

All these have been mared by the general crisis in Education.  Let us examine 

some of them. 
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General crises in the Education Sector 

- Fuzzy policies 

- Policy somersaults  -  It is one policy today and tomorrow another 

- Disconnect between policies and practices 

- Overloaded curricula 

- Overheated time-tables at pre-tertiary level 

- Oversized classes at all levels 

- Poorly motivated teachers and learners 

- Teachers teach under Poor conditions while students learn under 

infelicitous environments 

- Improper, inadequate assessment practices (Orals, Practicum, Written 

Exercises) 

- Analog teachers and teaching  

(Emenanjo, 2011) 

As a result (Tswanya 2005, 2007) lamented that public schools today have 

become illiteracy factories or illiteracy mills: 

 Challenging Issues 

Having examined some of the main broad objectives of English language at all 

the three levels, and the general crises in the educational sector, let us critically 

examine some of the challenging problems at each of these levels. These are 

giving following Tswanya 1997 and more recently Olaofe (2011) 

Primary School Level 

(1) Under Resourcefulness: Following Olaofe (2011) Teacher under 

Resourcefulness at the Primary School level can be divided into three categories 

(i) No Resource Categories 

These are primary and secondary schools without any form of educational 

resource materials.  No chalk, chairs, textbooks and qualified teachers who could 

hardly speak any form of good English.  They are largely in the rural areas.  

Lessons are taken in dilapidated classrooms.  Pupils sit on the floor.  Teachers in 

this category are grossly under resourced.  A picture of such a no resource school 

is shown as reported by Tswanya in 1997 and Olaofe 2011, Here is a typical 

scenario as reported by Olaofe (2011). 

Getting to this school took me forty five minutes on okada-motocycle.  I crossed two big 

rivers, each hardly passable during rainy seasons.  The okada man, a native of the area, 

missed the rugged road because the road he was used to had been taken over by a farm land.  

I finally got to the school to find out that only four teachers were there to run a school of six 

dilapidated classrooms and over 600 pupils.  One of the teachers was the head-teacher, one 

Arabic teacher, another Islamic studies teacher and the last teacher being the one that was 
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teaching other subjects from primaries 1-6.  My observation of the  other subject area teacher 

in the actual classroom discovered that he missed spelling of  every English word written on 

a makeshift blackboard.  Pupils were on the dust as there were no exercise books. Of course, 

textbooks were a forgotten story. 

 

Similary experiences have been reported by Tswanya (1997, 2001.2006). 

(ii) Low Resource 

About 60% of Nigerian Primary schools belong to this category.  These are 

schools with very limited solid classrooms; a classroom may be split into two 

with a temporary structure of mud walls, limited textbooks, exercise books, desks 

and chairs.  Nothing like modern gadgets or ICT facilities.  The challenge is 

completely insurmountable for the under-resource teacher. 

(iii) High Resource Schools 

Conservatively put at 10% of the Nigerian Primary schools.  These are schools 

characterized by modern teaching-learning facilities described by ICT terminologies 

such as digital education technologies, e-teaching and e-learning, well-equipped 

libraries, more than one textbook per subject, desktops and mini-laptops, tele-

networking system, on-line learning, web classrooms, and web-based on-line 

examination.  These kinds of schools are for the rich.  Invariably, teachers of this 

category of schools are more resourceful and more motivated than those in no and 

low resources schools. 

Secondary Education 

These categories of No resource, low resource and high resource described above 

are repeated at both the junior and senior secondary school levels.  Teachers from 

some of this category of schools are so detached from modern technologies, modern 

methods and poor training.  Certainly what teachers teach, students learn.  

Unfortunately again, this is the stage at which the student is preparing for higher 

education. 

In a recent study covering twenty rural secondary schools in five local government 

areas in a Niger State (Tswanya 2008) investigated ICT awareness and use amongst 

both teachers and students.  The following were the very shocking real life 

observations and discoveries in these schools. 

(i) Many of the students in the rural areas had never seen or heard about a 

computer or any form of ICT in their lives 

(ii) All the teachers (100%) had never use or had any form of access to any form 

of computer or ICT. 
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(iii) Relevance of Computer/ICT to ESL– The few urban and semi urban schools 

where very few and outdated computers were found did not admit to seeing 

any relevance of computer to English language teaching. 

(iv) Access to Computer Almost all the teachers admitted to not owing any form 

of computer and even never hoped to own one in the nearest future. 

 

“The computer is for big people (sic) and I am a poor 

teacher.  How long do you expect me to save to purchase 

a computer with my small salary (sic).” 

Most teachers also do not support the idea that schools and teachers be supplied 

with computer and/or laptops.  Again here are some of their responses to this idea: 

“Computer for what”? “This is not my problem for now.  

Students cannot even read their basic textbooks, how do you 

then introduce the computer! Hey!! The standard of English 

will go from bad to worse 

“Do you think we are in America or in England where 

everything works and nothing fails?  Even the spare parts 

will be stolen by the provider before they get to us.  And also 

where is the light (sic) (electricity) for computers to work?” 

Finally, all the teachers in this sample agreed and felt that their training in English 

and education courses have not in anyway prepared them to use modern 

technology. 

“An the blind lead the blind?  Most of us are still ill-

prepared for the job at hand.  We are ready to integrate 

(technology) but the system should first integrate us first 

(sic)” 

These are some of the appauling and gloomy situation in which English language 

is being taught in both the primary and secondary level of Education in Nigeria. 

Higher Education 

According to Nigeria’s National University Commission, the minimum standard 

of the goals of General English/General Studies are as follows: 

- Exposure of graduates of Nigerian Universities to the rudiments of ICT 

for computer literacy and the ability to live in the age. 

- Preparation o f students for a post university life  with opportunities for 

job creation and entrepreneurial skills 

- Production of graduates capable of communicating effectively (both oral 

and written). 
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This is where the challenge for higher education with regards to effective 

communication in English begins to manifest.  Students enter higher education 

(by whatever means) after several years of impoverished English language 

learning already discussed.  It is also at this level that the objectives as enunciated 

by the National Universities Commission and the broad objectives of English 

teaching and learning for academic competence come at variance with the 

students’ performance both before and after graduation. 

Cumulative Results of these challenging deficits 

- Poor English Language usage everywhere in the homes classrooms and  

university 

- Gross incompetence within and across all levels of formal non, formal and 

adult education 

- Embarrassing errors and mistakes, code switching and mixing everywhere. 

- Pervasive multi linguicism they speak all forms of local languages even in 

training situation. 

- Nigerian Pidgin everywhere in the University campuses and other tertiary 

institutions 

- ICT illiterates 

- Graduates who would not qualify for employment even in the local 

industries. 

Consequence 

Communicative incompetence and confusion every where such that 

What is said is not what is meant 

What is meant is not what is said 

What is heard is not what is meant 

Such that what ought to be done remains undone 

And the education system stands in confusion 

   (Confucius cited by Emenanjo, 2011) 
 

Mr. Vice Chancellor, let me now take you and the audience through some of the 

components of Academic English which has dominated the major areas of my 

research and publications over the years.  
 

 

Essential components needed for Academic Competence 

Linguistic Components of Academic English:The relevance of the mother tongue 

One of the most debatable issues so far is the term competence. Many linguists 

have used the term ‘competence’ in different contexts to refer to differed types of 

knowledge.  The term competence however was originally set out by the father 

of linguistics Noam Chomsky.  In his book ‘Aspects of the theory of syntax, he 

defines, competence as: 
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Linguistic theory is primarily concerned with an ideal 

speaker – listener in completely homogeneous speech 

community who knows its language perfectly and is 

unaffected by such grammatically irrelevant conditions 

as memory limitations, distractions, shifts of attention 

and interest, and errors (random or characteristic) in 

applying his knowledge to the language in actual 

performance 

   (Chomsky 1965:3) 

Chomsky is here dealing mainly with native speaker competence. To find 

relevance with this theory and in line with the National Policy on Education 1977, 

1981, Tswanya (2006) examined the situation of mother tongue (MT) teaching in 

Niger State and Plateau State Primary Schools. The findings showed that majority 

of the teachers were aware of the provisions in the National Policy on Education 

for the teaching of the mother tongue. Majority of the teachers even assessed the 

policy as very good. However, one of the major embarrassing ironies was that 

both teachers and most especially parents wondered about the advantage of such 

education to their children. Most queried, To teach Nupe, Gwari Birom or Igbo 

Language for what? What will children do with it after their education. Some 

parents even very sharply queried, why should I send my children to school to 

learn Nupe, Gwari, Hausa or Yoruba which he already knows? 

It has become axiomatic that the best medium for teaching a child is his/her 

mother tongue. According to (UNESCO 1953) educationally, the child learns for 

more quickly through the mother tongue than through an unfamiliar linguistic 

medium. The British American, German, French and Italian children explore their 

natural environments and communicate in their native tongues and thus are able 

to acquire at early stage self confidence, initiative, resourcefulness, creative 

reasoning and adaptability skills in their later stages of development.  

Mr. Vice Chancellor, over the years in my teaching and research, I have observed 

the linguistic ineptness and confusion with the Nigeria students at the tertiary 

education. Some may understand a concept in English while it may be lacking in 

their mother tongues and vice visa. This affects academic competence   

These concepts were later studied by many linguists in the course of time and the 

competence was used to refer to different concepts in different contexts.  Towards 

the 1980s Canale and Swain (1980) Savingnon (1980) Canale 1983, Widdowson 

(1983) recognized that the ability to use language communicatively involves both 

knowledge or competence in the language, and the capacity for implementing or 

using this competence. Thus linguistic components are critical in learning 

academic English.  Within each skill, reading, writing speaking and listening, 

learners must develop proficiency in diverse, often overlapping linguistic 

components.  In a model of Communicative Competence, Canale (1983), 
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Bachman 1990 proposed that the linguistic components minimally include 

grammatical competence, sociolinguistic competence, discourse competence, 

pragmatic competence.  In the model for discussion in this lecture Iam also 

proposing that linguistic dimensions should include   Phonological and lexical 

components as well. 

 

 

Phonological Components 

To participate in everyday situations, all learners must know the English sounds 

and the way sounds are combined.  This knowledge constitutes the phonological 

component in speech.  The phonological component encompasses knowledge of 

pronunciation of consonants, vowels, and consonants, clusters, as well as stress 

and intonation. Most Nigerian Languages are tonal while English uses stress and 

intonation. These remarkable difference should be the part of an undergraduate 

basic knowledge and skill as a phonological component 

When learners are exposed to new academic words, they must know their distinct 

stress patterns.  They may be familiar with most sound patterns of the English 

language, but they must learn new patterns when they learn academic words 

particularly words borrowed from other languages such as de 

jure,antebellum,facsimile etc. 

In reading, phonological component includes knowledge of graphemes and 

arbitrary sound – syntax correspondences.  The phonological component also 

includes spelling, which can be troublesome for learners since English spellings 

are irregular.  Recall Steven spelled the word ‘causing’ as ‘costing’, help as hep 

etc. 

Grammatical Components of Academic English 

Grammatical competence includes those competencies involved in language 

usage.  These consist of a number of relatively independent competencies such 

as the knowledge of vocabulary, morphology syntax and phonology/graphology.  

These govern the choice of words to express specific significations, their forms, 

their arrangements in utterances to express propositions and their physical 

realizations, either as sounds or as written symbols.  

Learners require extensive knowledge of English grammar.  Without competence 

in English grammar learners produce sentences such as He was runned over by a 

car,He was hited by a stray bullet.  In a study, Tswanya (2012), observed that 

students were not only found deficient in English grammar but even the teachers 

as well.  Teachers and students alike were found to be lacking in their 

grammatical awareness of English Language. 
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Grammatical competence for academic competence includes the accurate use of 

frequently occurring morphological and syntactical features as well as the 

functions of these features.  This may include the ability to subordinate.  You are 

my friendbecause you are nice:  knowledge of this type of agreement entails 

knowing the noun system.  The noun system includes the plural endings added to 

nouns.  There are five books and not.  There are/is five book, the formation of 

irregular plurals such as fish/fishes, tooth/teeth/person/people, 

foot/feet/child/children/and the use of indefinite articles/Here is an apple definite 

article Here is the man.  Ironically these are still everyday occurring grammatical 

problems encountered by students right from the secondary to tertiary levels of 

their education. 

Sociolinguistic Competence 

Another important component of academic English for academic competence is 

sociolinguistic competence.  Sociolinguistic competence is the ability to interpret 

the social meaning of a linguistic item and to decide and use language in an 

appropriate social meaning for communicative purposes. Sociolinguistic 

competence is also the knowledge of socio-cultural rules of discourse and 

language.  If requires an understanding of the social context in which language is 

used; the roles of participants, the information they share and the functioning of 

interaction.  A conversation between strangers and a chat with a friend are 

linguistically distinct.  Even in ordinary conversations speakers are able to vary 

their language styles and registers so that they speak appropriately in a number 

of different contexts.  For example they know when to use politeness terms such 

as please and thank you and when not to use them.  Recall that Steven’s letter 

lacked the demonstrated ability to vary his language appropriately according to 

the audience.  He (seemingly) lacks knowledge of his audience, Professors in 

general and Professor Santali, an eminent scientist in particular.  While it is 

unreasonable to expect Steven to have known how to make a polished request to 

a professor, it does not seem that an undergraduate student to begin a written 

official massage with the words: How do you do? A useful expression in certain 

informal situations such as weddings and parties,  but hardly appropriate in an 

official writing. 

As suggested above, Steven seems to lack knowledge of the difference between 

the language associated with formal written communication and informal 

conversation. Consider for example his display of friendliness.  Have a good day, 

Thank you and God bless, all at the end of his letters.  While informal 

communication often do end with such words giving the impression that the 

communication is informal and chatty, formal communication do not.  Thus 

Steven mixes informal oral English with formal written communication.  Critical 

features of the sociolinguistic components are functions including directives 

(come here) and apologies (I’m sorry) These features enable English language 

learners to signal the levels of politeness and formality and to establish their 
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credibility.  Like Steven, students often fail to realize that the language they use 

may be offensive. 

Discourse (Textual Component) 

Discourse and textual competence also includes the ability to write cohesively.  

Halliday and Hassan (1976) use the term cohesion to refer to the linguistic 

features that relate sentences to another.  They analyzed five linguistic devices 

that writers use to compose cohesively: reference, substitution, ellipsis, 

conjunction and lexical cohesion.   Studies have shown that of the five categories 

of Halliday and Hassan (1976) linguistic devices lexical cohesion and 

conjunctions (discourse markers) were more problematic for the Nigerian student 

while reading and/or writing. Tswanya (1997).  Halliday and Hassan’s original 

inventory of cohesive devices has been expanded by other scholars, cook 1989 

McCarthy 1991 to include parallel structures and the sequency of verb tenses. 
 

In addition, discourse competence involves knowing how to use those more 

complicated genres that commonly occur in academic field such as explository 

essays, argumentative papers, research papers abstract, and dissertations Swales 

(1990), Johns (1997). 

The discourse component of Academic English not only includes knowledge of 

basic discourse devices used in ordinary English but also include specific 

introductory features and other organizational signals.  In reading, these features 

help students to gain perspective on what they read, to understand relationships 

and to follow logical lines of thought.  In writing, these features help students to 

develop their theses and provide smooth transitions between ideas. 
 

Had Steven had competence in the discourse component of academic English, he 

would more appropriably have begun his letter Dear Prof. Santali and not How 

do you do   He would have ended his letter with Thank you for your time.  In 

addition he would have used the proper ending ‘Sincerely’ and not Thank you 

and God bless.  The words Steven uses in beginning and ending of his letter 

marked him deficient in the discourse component of formal English. 

The discourse component enables writers to write coherently.  The term coherent 

is used to refer to the unity and organization of ideas within a text.  Charottee 

(1998) cited in Scarcella (2003) suggests that to be coherent, the writer’s 

presentation of ideas must be orderly and convey a sense of direction.  The writing 

must reveal consistency of facts, opinions and writer’s perspective and well as 

reference to previously mentioned ideas.  He further suggests that newly 

introduced ideas must be relevant and balanced with a relative emphasis (whether 

main or subordinate) accorded to each idea.  The ideas presented must supply a 

through discourse.  In other words, writers must supply a complete coverage of 

their topics Note that Steven is unable to present sufficient evidence in support of 

his request to change his course.  He made the request but lacked the discourse 
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competence needed to write an effective official request.  These are typical 

challenges our students face in their academic work. 
 

Cognitive and Metacognitive Components of Academic English 
 

We now turn our attention to another very subtle but very relatively important 

aspect of academic English: This has to do with the cognitive dimensions of 

Academic English.  Academic English entails more than the language or 

linguistic dimensions.  It also involves cognition.  For instance readers must think 

about text in order to interpret it. They must monitor their comprehension and 

under study of text to be able to detect inconsistencies. They must do more than 

associate words, graphemes, meanings and words.  They must predict, infer, and 

synthesize meaning to create and transform knowledge.  In two separate but 

related studies Tswanya (1997, 2000) explored comprehension monitoring and 

evaluation by asking university and secondary school students to read scientific 

prose passages containing intentionally embedded problems.  The experimental 

groups out performed the control group in their ability to detect embedded 

problems and assess texts for comprehensibility.  

 

The results of that study were discussed in light of the benefits that can be derived 

if reading teachers can endeavour to increase their students sensitivity to certain 

specific sources of comprehension problems. To understand and use texts they 

must obtain factual information as well as what we call critical literacy, ability to 

read for intentions, to question sources, and to identify errors and ones own 

assumptions. All these are still typical challenges to most students in Nigerian 

Universities today 

 

The Knowledge Component 

 

Knowledge (whether declarative i.e. knowing that or procedure: knowing how) 

plays a central role in academic English.  Here students are required to have 

extensive knowledge of the world that is primarily built upon their previous 

reading.  They are required to have also accumulated ideas, concepts, definitions 

and stories that they can draw upon to make sense of text and explain themselves. 

Schema theory explains how student’s experiences and knowledge of the world 

contribute to their everyday English language proficiency.  This theory is 

concerned with students internal knowledge structure or Schemata.  Carrell and 

Eistehood (1983 1984, 1987).  Tswanya, 1995, 1997, 2005.  These scholars have 

pointed out the tremendous impact that learners own background knowledge 

captured mentally in their schemata has on learning to read and write.  Schema 

theory which has been around since the turn of the last century, has become 

popular in education because it helps explain why some learners comprehend 

more than their classmates do. 
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Background knowledge is therefore critically important in academic literacy.  

Students who have acquired academic literacy have extensive knowledge of the 

world that is primarily built upon their previous reading.  Knowledge gained 

through reading is transferred from one academic discipline to another academic 

discipline. 

 

The Higher Order Thinking Component 

 

Higher order thinking plays an even more important role in academic English.  

Higher order thinking is involved in interpreting, evaluating and synthesizing the 

claims and citations in reading.  Readers must determine credibility of sources 

cited in texts.  They cannot over look cartoons, illustrations, graphs or charts.  

They must be able to relate the readings to the realities of specific disciplines – 

whether political, social or scientific.  They must be able to interpret what the 

readings state and what they do not state.  Students must also be able to determine 

how the claims and evidence in the readings can be accounted for in different 

ways.  In addition, they must be able to distinguish between facts and Skewed 

opinions.  Without strong proficiency in academic English, their ability to 

interpret and analyze their reading is compromised. 

 

To speak persuasively, individuals must speak cogently using their mental 

resources to convey their best points effectively.  To write coherently, writers 

must make a number of difficult decisions.  They must determine which ideas are 

relevant to their texts, how to accord each idea with appropriate emphasis an how 

to balance their ideas.  When writing some types of academic essays, learners 

must be able to support thesis statements, remain focused on these statements and 

frequently refer back to them.  When students write persuasive essays, they must 

critically analyze a number of issues related to the use of citations, claims and 

evidence.  They must be able to decide what constitutes relevant valid citations, 

claims and evidence.  They must figure out how to analyze and evaluate them, 

when to suggest that they counter or delimit others, whether to provide how to 

logically arrange them and how to integrate them effectively. 

 

When writing official communication students should state their communication 

precisely and then, provide compelling reasons for making the requests.  Recall 

that Steven made a very weak case for writing a Professor about a change of 

course.  His level of knowledge of campus politics also undermined his success.  

Certain subjects are a popular major and these are usually considerable difficulty 

transferring into these courses. 

 

Strategic Components in Academic English 

 

The strategic components include those strategies that may be called into action 

either to enhance the effectiveness of communication due to limiting factors in 
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actual communication or to insufficient competence (Swain 1989)  Strategies can 

also include specific actions, behaviours, steps or techniques that students (often 

intentionally) use to improve their progress in developing second language 

learning skills.  They help students to attend to information, organize their study 

of English and monitor their errors and, assess their progress.  For example, 

important strategies for academic reading include underlining, and written 

highlighting, paraphrasing in the margins, outlining, idea mapping and using the 

dictionary (Tswanya, 2005).  In oral and written communication, academic 

strategies help learners pose questions, anticipate and answer questions, and 

establish themselves as authorities in various specific ways.  In academic writing, 

learners find the following strategies helpful: brainstorming, comparing their 

experiences with the text they are writing about; giving examples, citing 

experiences and providing evidence from other texts on the subject. 

 

Metalinguistic Awareness Components 

 

Metalinguistic awareness, the ability to think about language use, plays some role 

in everyday English.  Even when learners write lists of words, casual letters to 

friends or informal invitations to parties, they sometimes fall back to their 

conscious knowledge of the language to edit their writing.  Even when they speak, 

learners can consciously fall to their grammar rules to correct their speech. 

 
 

Learners cannot function effectively in academic settings without menlatinguistic 

awareness, which allows them to improve on their linguistic performance and is 

particularly useful in revising and editing.  Revising often involves conscious 

understanding of rhetorical problems in a given discipline, identifying content 

that should be addressed or removed from context and moving text to make it 

more effective, in terms of editing. Mentalinguistic awareness is helpful in 

choosing correct word forms, checking subject – verb agreement, pronoun 

reference cohesion and coherence and even verb sequencing.  Editing also 

involves checking conventions pertaining to headings and subheadings margins 

and foot notes and tables.  It enables writers to use their own stored knowledge 

of English as well as dictionaries, writing handbooks, and grammar reference 

books. Tswanya (2012) examined metalinguistic awareness of grammar amongst 

secondary school English Language teachers in Niger State.  He observed that 

over fifty percent of the teachers were deficient in their grammatical awareness. 

This in effect affected the grammatical competence of about 70% of the subjects 

in that study.  The recommendations were in the training of ESL teachers in order 

to improve the linguistic competence of both would - be and teachers already in 

the field.  Also recall that Steven failed to edit his teller to Professor Santali or 

even use spell check:  This undoubtedly made a bad impression on Professor 

Santali.  These are our everyday experiences with students. 

 

The Relationship between the various components for academic competence 
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Having described the linguistic and cognitive dimensions of academic English, it 

is now possible to explore the relationship between everyday English and 

academic English.  Since the same linguistic components are involved in 

academic and everyday English, they can be placed along a continuum. 

Although the boundaries between the components associated with everyday and 

academic English are fuzzy and overlap, there are many differences between the 

two.  Within the various components, some features are more important than the 

others.  For example, in academic English, specific linguistic functions such as 

persuading, arguing and hypothesizing are more important than other functions 

such as narratives, characteristics of everyday English, Also although both 

academic English and everyday, English entail reading, writing, speaking and 

listening, academic English makes more use of extensive reading and writing and 

ordinary English makes more extensive use of listening and speaking.  Therefore 

in contrast to ordinary English, academic English is cognitively demanding and 

relatively decontextualized.  Students must rely on their own prior knowledge of 

words grammar and pragmatics. who have relatively low proficiency in everyday 

English grammar and vocabulary may be able to convey the gist of their, 

messages in everyday situations, but their communication is often limited.  This 

is because academic English requires the development of advanced grammar and 

vocabulary.  Most of the students are seriously deficient these aspects for 

academic success. 

 

 

 

 

Concluding thoughts 

 

Learning academic English is probably one of the surest most reliable ways of 

not only attaining academic success but also socio-economic success.  This 

variety of English as earlier explained entails the multiple complex features of 

English required for long-term success in public schools, higher education and 

even employment with opportunity for professional and advancement.  It also 

involves mastery of a writing system and its particular academic conventions as 

well as proficiency in reading, speaking, writing, listening, understanding, 

synthesizing and translating. 

 

Unfortunately, academic English has not been given enough attention.  Many 

schools do not teach children how to perform school-based tasks.  Even teachers 

of tertiary level rarely understand the importance of teaching the features of 

academic English for academic competence.  We have seen that by the time the 

students reach higher education, academic tasks require students to have acquired 

an extensive range of competencies. This then becomes a herculean task for their 

academic success 
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Academic competence which is also quite synonymous with functional literacy 

results when there is an appropriate and competent use of language in the different 

domains in both the conversational and academic spheres.  This in essence means 

the ability to effectively use language to communicate so that 

 

What is said is what is meant, What is meant is 

what is said.  And so what ought to be done, 

remains done and the society stands in no 

educational and social confusion 

 

Also academic competence through academic English results when the following 

linguistic skills are completely used and adequately manipulated:  listening, 

speaking writing, understanding, reading, synthesizing and translating 

knowledge. 

 

This inaugural lecture, wholly agrees with Olaofe(2011) that under – 

resourcefulness is a crime in a nation with abundant natural resource.  He further 

lamented that under – resource teachers as well as under – resource teaching and 

learning environments, are man-made and can be reversed by man.  This is quite 

true; because the 21st century is not the age to be talking about under – resource 

English Language teaching and learning situations in a country like Nigeria that 

is endowed with abundant natural resources.  Ironically, Nigeria could still be 

declared as an enclave of embarrassing under – resource teaching environment. 

In terms of teaching resourcefulness teachers are said to be resourceful if they are 

able to marshal all available skills, competence, strategies and abilities to 

maximize learning outcomes and achievements. Nothing has been taught until it 

has been learnt and nothing has been learnt until it has been productively applied 

or utilized.  All these happen according to Yara (2009) when teachers succeed in 

causing a change in behavior, capabilities, applications and innovative outlook of 

the learner through the enriched resourceful skills and tactics brought into 

learning. 

 

Today it is very well known that those who teach English in our primary and 

secondary schools are very poor models of spoken English (Banjo 2014).  They 

lack both adequate knowledge and mentalinguistic awareness of English 

Language (Tswanya 2012).  Yet this is the first formal encounter of the pupils 

with English Language learning. 

The poor habits cultivated at these levels are largely reinforced by the teaching of 

English language at the secondary and eventually to the tertiary education.  My 

suggested remedy is to professionalize the teaching of English Language at both 

the primary and secondary school as is the practice in the universities, what is 

observed these days is that anybody from the humanities can be drafted to teach 

English.  This practice is quite unacceptable. 
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Further to this the electronic media (i.e. Radio and television) should be made 

more aware of their roles as models for the country.  Presently most of them are 

very poor models of the spoken English and pronunciations in English.  Even in 

Britain where English is the Mother tongue, the BBC for many years presented a 

model which even educated Britons modeled their own speech on and still does. 

In the same manner Banjo (2014), has suggested that our examination bodies in 

the country (presently WAEC & NECO) should consider not only reinstating the 

production of oral English tests, but also make them an integral part of the English 

language paper.  This according  to him, a good grounding in spoken English is 

the most secure foundation on which to build the skills of literacy in the language 

these days a popular vogue ESP approach to the teaching of English.  This means 

that teaching and learning of English be used in various situations (the home, 

schools, armed forces, hospitals, law courts etc). 

There should be the promotion, of a genuine reading culture.  In a study by 

Tswanya (2003) it was observed that secondary school students knew more and 

could comprehend more about music and video films than their school reading 

text books.  Similar results have been confirmed in several other state metropolis 

in the country.  But as Osundere (2013) noted the more widely we read, the Keener 

our language consciousness becomes. 

 

Nigeria is a chronically bookless country and most Nigerians are not great lovers 

buyers and avid readers or even fanatical users of books (Emenanjo 2004).  In fact 

it is a popular belief that if you want to conceal anything from a Nigerian just hide 

it in a book.  Thus as further lamented by Emenanjo, without  books, history is 

today silent, literature dumb science and technology crippled and thought and 

speculation at a stand still. Are we then surprised by the motion without movement 

in our educational system today?  For academic competence to excel, it must be 

noted that all  over the world, the  leading, ruling and winning nations are the 

literate and reading nations U.S.A., Singapore, Britain Russia, Japan, South 

Africa, Germany etc are very clear typical examples. 

 

There are now cases of undergraduates who cannot read and write at the level of 

a primary school kid.  We need a survey to determine the reading levels of our 

undergraduates at the point of admission.  Thus as rightly noted by Egbokhare 

(2011) universities need to be responsive and responsible instead of gleefully 

publishing “tsunami list” of students who have been asked to withdraw.  This is 

not evidence of high standards when students are failing in their numbers but an 

evidence of a fundamental flaw in the system. 

 

Even though English Language teaching like other subjects is benefiting from the 

application of modern technology, its application in Nigeria is yet to take off in 

many of our schools.  Teachers still use the old obsolete methods.  Teaching and 

learning materials are inadequate, seriously affecting teachers’ motivation to 
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work.  A more serious problem is that many teachers are not grounded in any 

philosophy of language or teaching methodology.  Of all the methods reviewed in 

this paper most teachers are not at home with any particular method.  Many cannot 

differentiate between audio-lingual or direct method and/or communicative 

language teaching. 

 

Today, the vogue seems to be the communicative language teaching (CLT).  But 

the question has always been “how communicative are the English Language 

teachers themselves?” CLT with its emphasis on meaning and its learner-centered 

approach has served as the dominant approach to language teaching since the 

demise of audio-lingual method.  The approach as noted by Murphy (2007) avoid 

much of the narrowness and dogmatism of the method concept.  As a result, it has 

the potential of making a more lasting contribution to language teaching than the 

direct method, Grammar-Translation or the audio-lingua method.  But as 

mentioned earlier, our language teachers most especially at the primary and 

secondary levels are not communicatively competent enough to apply CLT in 

their classrooms. 

 

In this era of technology, our teachers are still battling with the old methods of 

language teaching.  In order to provide a better understanding of teachers’ 

preparedness and perceptions in the integration of computer technology to 

enhance language teaching and learning, Tswanya (200) assessed teachers’ 

preparedness an perception of technology integration into their classrooms.  The 

study concludes that it is unfair to brand teachers as technophobic and that it is the 

lack of knowledge and support rather than fear that prevents teachers from 

effectively integrating technology into their ESL classrooms.  In fact, one of the 

major implications of the study was that teachers need more than ‘how to lessons’ 

in technology.  They seriously need professional development to enable them to 

explore ways of using technology in their classrooms. 

 

 

Recommendations 
 

(1) Change of Teaching and Learning methods 
 

I. About 80% of Nigerian teachers of ESL still teach through the old 

fashioned analogue methods of teacher talk – pupils listen 

(sometimesPassively) and chalk method.  There is therefore the need to add 

mixed media to face to face. Too much teaching through old fashioned 

methods are done with very little learning.  
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II. There is the need to introduce and effectively use tutors and lecturers who 

are ICT literate.  For now more than 80% of the teachers in public primary 

and secondary schools are ICT illiterate.  At the tertiary level, there has 

been some remarkable improvement in the provision of ICT materials and 

training.  However, the provision of ICT and other digital technologies are 

still inadequate  

III. There is the need to emphasize written and oral literature as a compulsory 

subject for certification.  This is because as right noted by Emenanjo (2010).  

It is literature (not grammar), that establishes and sustains literacy and book 

culture, and sustains the vitality of any language. 
 

- Encourage and promote reading culture in Nigeria.  It is often said rather 

derogatorily that if you want to conceal anything from a Nigerian, hide it 

inside a book.  The world over, the leading ruling and winning people are 

the literate and reading people. 
 

2. Restructuring 
 

The General English programme as it is in Nigerian tertiary institutions needs to 

be restructured in term of: 
 

i. Objectives – this should be in terms of competence and utility value. 

 

ii. Human Resources: Employ  people qualified and trained in Applied 

Linguistic and/or English for Specific Purposes (ESP) and/or English for 

Academic Purpose (EAP) 

 

iii. Presently – Very little time and priority are allocated to English 

 

iv. Non Human Resources We still experience Crowded classrooms 

unmotivated students and even colleagues. 

 

v. Instead of the one year crash programme which has been very inadequate 

and ineffective.  English language teaching should be compulsorily taught 

throughout the entire 4-5 years.  This may help to make for the previous 

years of poor learning in both the primary and secondary school 

 

3. Revisiting 

 

i. All existing policies about ELT.  The British council and the MDGs have 

been playing noble roles in this direction.  However there is the need to 

revisit some of their training policies.  For example occasional workshops 

seminars and short term trainings are quite often organized.  One wonders 

how a seminar or a short training of just one week or even a month (as is 
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usually the case) can have any meaningful impact on a teacher who has 

been weak and poorly trained over the years. 

 

In all disciplines lecturers should be consciously involved in teaching and 

evaluating issues of language use, mechanical accuracy, appropriate registers for 

accuracy, appropriate registers for their respective disciplines. In this lecture we 

saw how Professors Santali and Jones could not do anything for Steven simply 

because of his awful use of language and of which they both felt should be more 

of concern to the English language lecturers. 

 

Our pedagogical approaches would not only call for reorientations and 

modifications but greater commitment to the profession.  We need to be properly 

guided by our new approaches.  For example, how do we accommodate the first 

language (L1) or mother tongue (MT) which is largely in perpetual competition 

with the use of English language.  What English do we teach? How do we impact 

the required skills? What teaching/learning strategies do we adapt? And how do 

we assess performance? All these are potent questions to our pedagogical 

approaches. Tswanya (2009) had already lamented on these issues. 

Mr. Vice Chancellor my final lamentation is that in Nigeria today, and perhaps in 

most developing countries, rural children and children of the less priviledged are 

most at times considered as failing in their education, which include among others 

aspects, the ability to read, write and comprehend school reading materials.  This 

is simply because their schemata and other basic experiences do not match those 

of their urban counterparts and/or high resource schools. 

Public examination bodies such as the West African examination council 

(WAEC), National Examination Council (NECO) and the Joint Administrations 

and Matriculation Board (JAMB) set examinations that lean heavily on the 

conventional assumption that meaning is inherent in the words and structure of a 

text.  Thus when prior knowledge is required it is assumed to be knowledge that 

is common and accessible to every child in the sub culture.  In the course of my 

studies over the  years, I have encountered students  from the rural areas who had 

never been exposed to any form of ICT in their lives whereas some privileged 

urban, high resource schools were already exposed to them and using them. 

Thus it cannot be assumed as pointed out by Tswanya (1997, 2007) that when 

reading the same text, children from every environment and subculture will have 

the same experience with the setting, ascribe the some goals and motives to 

characters imagine the same sequence of actions or expect the same outcomes.  

For me, this is an issue that researchers, educational policy makers educational 

materials writers and even the publishing industry ought to address with renewed 

vigour. 
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Finally Mr. Vice Chancellor, any educational system that neglects the teaching 

and learning of academic English for academic competence is in danger of 

 

(i) Promoting the dangerous phenomenon of “higher illiteracy”  

(ii) Producing generations of academic under achievers and/or reluctant readers 

and learners. 

 

If we want to avoid the fate of Banquo and Macbeth in our education – we must 

speculate properly in our language use for academic competence and academic 

success. 
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